112	PYTHAGOREAN ARITHMETIC
The 'Platonic theorem' (c. 24. 6) about the number of possible means (geometric) between t>vo square numbers anxl between two cube numbers respectively has already beext mentioned (pp. 89, 90), as also the 'most perfect proportion. " (p. 86).
theon of smyrna was the author of a book purporting to be a manual of mathematical subjects such as a student would require to enable him to understand Plato. A fuller account of this work will be given later ; at present we are only concerned with the arithmetical portion. This gives the elementary theory of numbers on much the same lines as we find it in Nicomachus, though less systematically. We can here pass over the things which are common to Theon and Nicomachus and confine ourselves to what is peculiar to the former. The important things are two. One is the theory of side- and diameter-numbers invented by the Pythagoreans for the purpose of finding the successive integral solutions of the equations 2 a?2 — i/2 = ±1; as to this see pp. 9 f-3 above. The other is an explanation of the limited. number of forms which square numbers may have.1 If m2 Is a square number, says Theon, either m2 or m2 — 1 is divisible by 3, and again either m2 or wi2— 1 is divisible by 4 : which. is equivalent to saying that a square number cannot be of any of the following forms, 3 n + 2, 4n + 2, 4n + 3. Again, he says, for any square number m2, one of the following alterna-
tives must hold : i
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1 Theon of Smyrna, p. 35. 17-86. 2.

